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DEAR MEMBER,                                                     

 

JUNE BRANCH MEETING                                      

Members arrived at The Feathers to find 

that due to unforeseen circumstances our 

meeting room was not unavailable.  However, 

arrangements had been made for us to meet 

outside in the gardens under canopy. 

 

It was a beautiful warm sunny day, so we       

settled down to watch a DVD of Branch visit 

in 2011 to the ’D’ Day Landings.   There was 

just one problem - the sunlight being too 

light to use the screen.  So that was                     

abandoned but we were not defeated.  Plan B 

went into operation and for 45 minutes   

members gave a short resumé of their 

’experiences’ during their time in the       

Regiment.   It was brilliant and my thanks to 

all for their contributions. 

 

The raffle - many prizes donated and  £78 

raised.   Thank you. 

 

A letter was  read from  member Cliff 

Hewitt, in which was enclosed a £100 cheque  

for Branch Funds.  Many thanks Cliff for 

your very generous donation.  Norfolk Branch 

members never cease to amaze  me.        

Wonderful.  

 

JULY BRANCH MEETING                                     

Something different this month.  Especially 

for our ladies but also very much enjoyed by 

the lads. A cookery demonstration by Anita  

Morton - ‘Simple but Tasty’.                                   

 

Anita showed how easy it was to make       

economical but tasty snacks and puddings.  

We all enjoyed  ’sampling’ the goodies.  If   

only she had been at RAF Dumfries in 1954.      

 

20TH ANNIVERSARY GARDEN PARTY      

At Henry and Nancy’s on 6th July 2014,  

thirty four members enjoyed a great day   

despite the rain which persisted until 3pm.   

We arrived at 12 noon in a heavy downpour 

but Henry had marque and tents all ready.                                                             

 

There was a lovely surprise in the marque - 

Gordon and Beryl had prepared a tapestry of 

photographs of Branch events over the past 

20 years.  A wonderful display stretching 21 

feet and of course very nostalgic, bringing 

back some great memories.  Thank you both 

for all your hard work. This really is much  

appreciated.   A terrific idea, something we 

will treasure and can add to in the future.  

Again many thanks.                                                                            

 

The barbecue and buffet was superb,                

wonderful choice of food and so tasty.  Plus 

Henry’s punch, wine, beers and soft drinks.  

All enjoyed in great company.  Events like 

this just do not come any better.                                                                            

 

When rain ceased, it was on with the raffle.  

25 prizes and members raised £140.  What a 

Branch!   

 

We thank Henry, Nancy and their family for 

their hard work and making sure that we all 

had a great time.  Another day to remember.    
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RAF NEWS APRIL 2014 

Gunners take last stand in Afghanistan.                 

15 and 34 Squadron see out ISAF Campaign.   

More than 10 years after flying into a dirt 

strip runway in Helmand Province in 2002, 

RAF Regiment Gunners left UK for what will 

be their last tour of duty.                                

Members of 34 and 15 Squadron landed at 

Camp Bastion on board a RAF Voyager to  

provide  Force Protection to ISAF Forces in 

the region and support a fledging Afghan   

Army now facing the challenge of policing 

their country themselves.                                  

The arrival of the RAF Regiment coincides 

with a vote to elect a new government poised 

to inherit the dividend of peace coalition 

forces have fought for.                                          

While the political landscape has changed   

beyond recognition, the extreme geography 

of one of the most uncompromising theatres 

of war and the threat from an insurgent           

enemy remains the same.                                                         

Officer  Commanding 7FP Wing Commander 

Matt Radnall said: ’Our preparation for this 

deployment has focused on basic individual 

skills.  Despite a technical advantage, the   

defence of Bastion is still very much reliant 

on the professionalism of individuals.                    

The most advanced sensor available to us, is 

the RAF Regiment Gunner or RAF Policeman 

who can pick up the early signs of an attack 

and take immediate action to defeat it.                 

It is their diligence that will enable us to   

fully exploit the full range of equipment 

available to us, if it is required.  So we need 

to get the basics right at all levels.’                   

Working alongside  the US Marines the RAF 

Regiment has played a key roll in the fight 

against the Taliban IED menace, responsible 

for more than 80 per cent of deaths during 

the campaign.    

                                                     

Eight members of the  Regiment have lost   

their lives and dozens have suffered life-

changing injuries.  Personnel have spent six 

months training for their latest deployment, 

honing their combat skills against a backdrop 

of Afghan-style villages specially recreated 

at the Stanford Training Area in Norfolk. 

HQ Force Protection Chief of Staff Wing 

Commander Matt Stowers added; ’7 FP Wing 

will face many unique challenges during this, 

their final deployment.  Against the backdrop 

of continuing drawdown, ensuring the Force 

Protection of Bastion remains at the fore-

front of everyone’s mind.                                       

Both 15 and 34 Squadrons RAF Regiment, 

alongside the RAFP and FP HQ have trained 

hard and are more than prepared to meet  

challenges which will inevitably come.’                      

The latest deployment is Squadron Leaders 

Sam Wiseman’s third tour of Afghanistan and 

he recognises it represents a significant 

milestone.                                                           

‘There won’t be any difference in terms of 

our mission out there, which is Force                   

Protection, but the additional element will be 

the  withdrawal of UK forces and we are 

helping to write that narrative,’ he said. 

NATIONAL MEMORIAL ARBORETUM        

On pages 3/4 is an article about the RAF 

Regiment Grove at the NMA.  It was written 

by Squadron Leader Paul Bruning (Retd), who 

at the time of its inception was the RAF                  

Regiment Secretary.   Paul is now our Branch 

President.                                                                    

The article was first published in the Branch 

Newsletter in 2009.   It is reprinted because  

(1)  Several new members have joined since    

 then and may not be aware of the       

 history. 

 (2) The Branch are considering a visit to the 

 NMA in 2015.  Our last visit was 2 years 

 ago.       
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THE NATIONAL MEMORIAL ARBORETUM 

The RAF Regiment Grove                                         

To those who have not yet visited the                   

National Memorial Arboretum (NMA), in            

Alrewas, Staffordshire, some background to 

the site is necessary.                                                 

The site was donated to the Nation back in 

the mid 1990’s by Redstone Aggregates who 

filled in a large quarry.  It was proposed to  

dedicate to the Nation such a plot after the 

late Group Captain  Leonard Cheshire VC   

suggested the idea to the then Prime                   

Minister, John Major.  He felt that some-

thing positive should be done if we were to 

remember forever our debt to those who 

gave so much to defend our freedom in the 

20th century and to all who had served their 

country – not just the Armed Forces.        

Thus, it became a National Millennium       

Project - any sums raised would be matched 

pound for pound by the ‘Millennium Funding’. 

The original plot and idea started slowly and 

had not yet taken place when the Birmingham 

Branch of the RAF Regiment Association 

(located close by) started to raise funds with 

the idea of installing their own Branch             

Memorial.                                                                  

The RAF Regiment Secretary (then Squadron 

Leader Paul Bruning Retd) decided that the 

whole of the serving and retired  RAF                            

Regiment (the whole Corps),  should be                  

represented rather than just one part of the 

retired membership.                             

Fund raising then became co-ordinated 

through him and after a number of years, 

some £13,000 was collected. The project     

co-ordinator and site manager, Commander 

David Childs (Retd) then offered the RAF 

Regiment a suitable plot, costing £5,000; 

these plots were sold to take the project 

forward but were soon run out.                               

Thus, it was with some good foresight and 

’early feet on the ground’ that the RAF     

Regiment Memorial garden/plot was                                   

established.                 

Thought then had to be given as to what was 

needed as a centre piece; many other                         

organisations were now erecting monuments 

and many different objects began to appear, 

despite a central theme for tree planting 

having been laid down early on.   

It was originally suggested that we need a 

large ’Rock’ (to represent Gibraltar and all 

rock-apes) but, after a number of meetings 

that were chaired by the RAF Regiment  

Secretary, it was decided that a suitable 

stone plinth that could be engraved, should        

form the centre-piece.         

The RAF Regiment Secretary, ably assisted 

by Owen Thompson, a retired Flight                         

Lieutenant and the Museum Archivist and 

had researched in East Anglia, noticed some 

fine memorials had been commissioned after 

the war by USAF organisations showing     

exceptionally fine detail.  These had been by 

a local firm (H. Perfitt Ltd of Diss).                                               

Consequently, a suitable piece of stone was 

ordered from a quarry in India, which left a 

decision as to what was to be engraved.      

After advice from the late Group Captain   

Oliver, the official Regiment historian, it was 

decided to reproduce the RAF Regiment 

badge in its original colours on the front 

face, with suitable wording relating to all who 

had served in the Corps.                                               

On the reverse side, a RAF Regiment                   

shoulder flash was engraved in blue lettering 

under which lies a map of the world showing 

the locations where the Regiment has served 

with a dot marking each place, as taken from 

the history book ’Through Adversity.’                                                    

It was not possible to name each place in   

detail only the ’theatre of operations’ and it 

was not intended that further wording would 

be added later. This would have added to the 

now mounting costs of the project.         
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 It was felt that  all had already contributed 

enough at this stage.                                              

Nevertheless, the reverse side of the stone 

has caused some controversy as many ex  

gunners and officers have observed that 

their particular place served (e.g. Catterick 

or Aden) has not been inscribed.   Further-

more since its inception, there are other    

locations that are not included e.g. Iraq and 

now of course  Afghanistan.           

So, once again, all should note that this is not  

intended as an exhaustive list  but mentions 

only those major THEATRES at the time of 

the Memorial  unveiling (5 April 2001) and as 

shown in the official history (page viii), first 

published in February 1997.  No doubt this 

topic will continue infinitum……!                               

The site was officially opened in a suitable 

ceremony by the then Commandant General, 

Air Commodore  R E Moore on a very wet and 

windy day.   The RAF Regiment Secretary 

had  arranged a tornado flypast from RAF 

Marham, but it was doubtful whether it could 

take place owing to low cloud base and high 

winds.  However, this did not deter the air-

crew who provided a magnificent tribute - 

the sound and sight of a tornado coming out 

of the clouds on a very low run impressed all 

on the day - including some Army personnel 

and Commander Childs!                                         

Since 2001, the whole Arboretum has                   

improved immeasurably and become a well 

established National site, being visited by 

increasing numbers each year.  The Royal 

British Legion have now taken over the NMA 

on behalf of the Nation.                                              

All who visit admire the RAF Regiment                

Memorial Grove - the central plinth looks as 

good today as when it was installed.                          

As the Birmingham Branch were the first 

body to make the Corps aware of the NMA, 

it is fitting that they were appointed as it’s 

custodian.  They have done much work over 

the years to improve and maintain the Grove 

- indeed some more funding is again being 

sought today!                                                                

A Memorial Service is carried out each year 

when serving and retired members of the 

Corps pay their respects.                                                 

The NMA has taken on particular                                      

significance today in the hearts of the                   

Nation since a large central memorial area 

was opened by HM the Queen in 2007.  This 

lists (without rank) all who have lost their 

lives since the end of WW2 - names are now 

appearing with unfortunate regularity since 

the Iraq and now Afghanistan conflicts.  The 

names of RAF Regiment gunners who have 

lost their lives recently are engraved here - 

not on the RAF Regiment Memorial Stone.                       

All who visit the NMA come away feeling the 

place was well conceived and are amazed at 

the breadth and scope of it's memorials.   

The RAF Regiment has a plot that stands out 

proudly amongst many others.  It is truly a 

worthy tribute to all who took part in its 

planning, raised the funds and brought it to 

it’s present fruition. 

Per Ardua. 

Editor: Thank you Paul for an excellent               
article.  In relation to the stone you          
mentioned Owen Thompson and that he was 
the Regiment Museum Archivist.  So I asked 
his widow, Betty, for a few thoughts.  As you 
know she is  a keen supporter of the                           
Association and Norfolk Branch. 

Dear Colin,                                                          

Shortly after the Regiment Depot moved 

from Catterick to  RAF Honington in 1994, a 

meeting was called to enlist help in the              

setting up of the Corps Museum and to our 

delight (thanks to Owens age and extensive 

knowledge of the period between 1946 and 

1964) we were asked to sort out the                        

archives.  
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We spent many happy years right up to                    

Owens death in 2002, organising and                      

recording items of interest relating to the 

history of the RAF Regiment.                                

During this period, Paul became responsible 

for planning the memorial to be established 

in the National Memorial Arboretum.  On 

many occasions he discussed his ideas with 

Owen and myself and we were especially 

thrilled to be invited to Diss to Perfitts 

Stonemasons, to see the block of marble 

and to confirm with Paul that the markings 

to be engraved on the map of the world on 

the back of the stone showing all the zones 

of operations in which the Regiment had             

functioned (to date) were correct.                         

The Regiment owes a great debt of                   

gratitude to Paul for initiating, planning and 

organising the memorial; it was one of the 

first to be established and to my mind               

remains one of the finest tributes to a very 

fine Corps.   Betty. 

Editor:  Thank you Betty. I know it is               
belated but I  speak for everyone to say a 
very sincere ‘thank you’ to you and Owen, 
for all your help with the Memorial Stone 
and time, planning and  organising  at the 
RAF Regiment Museum.                             
You set the standard.   

THE RAF REGIMENT ANNUAL MEMORI-

AL COMMEMORATION SERVICE                             

By Peter Lawrence National Chairman.                                                                      

The RAF Regiment celebrates its 72nd            

Anniversary this year and the Annual               

Memorial Commemoration Service (AMCS) 

was held on Saturday, 28th June at the                   

National Memorial Arboretum (NMA),              

Alrewas, Staffordshire.  The event was held 

on National Armed Forces Day and                               

capitalised upon the NMA ground prepara-

tions for the National Veterans Weekend.                                                           

Operational commitments of regular RAF 

Regiment Force Elements limited their               

participation in any significant numbers.  

The event was sponsored jointly by the RAF  

Regiment and RAF Regiment Association.                           

The regular Corps was represented by the 

Commandant General Air Commodore Andy 

Hall and Association by Branch member and 

National Chairman, Peter Lawrence.  In      

addition, the Association of Warrant                      

Officers and SNCOs was represented by 

Warrant Officer John Gall.                                       

The Queen’s Colour for the RAF Regiment 

was paraded, as was the National Standard 

of the RAF Regiment Association and  

Standard of the Association of Regiment 

Warrant Officers and SCNOs, along with 

Association Branch Standards.                                                     

A contingent of 30 Trainee Gunners from 

RAF Honington were on parade, together 

with supervising staff.  They route-lined 

Gifford Avenue (the main road adjacent to 

the Millenium Chapel) from the Chapel to 

the RAF Regiment Memorial Garden.                                                                                       

The AMCS was conducted by the Reverend 

(Wg Cdr) Weir from RAF Honington.  

Wreaths were laid by the  Commandant        

General, the Association National Chairman 

and the Chairman of the RAF Regiment 

Warrant Officers and SNCOs.                                

Despite distinctly inclement weather, it was 

undoubtedly very successful, with a good 

turn-out, which interestingly, included quite 

a few casual ‘drop-ins’ by those who                 

probably had no idea about the RAF                    

Regiment; they do now and it all helps.                                                 

The Commandant General has asked that his 

personal thanks be passed on to all involved.   

The RAF Regiment Secretary paid tribute 

to the Queen’s Colour Party, Sergeant      

Lillman and the Regiment team from RAF 

Honington (not least for the refurbishment 

of the Corps Memorial Garden benches), and 

the sterling support and co-operation of the 

3 Squadron RAF Regiment team, comprising 
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 L/Cpl Spellman and LACs Favill, Feeley and 

Mott, for their Welcome Desk and Wreath 

Bearer activities and finally Emma Cropper 

of the NMA who provided the ’on-the-day’ 

NMA support.                                                              

The Commandant General noted that                   

currently the only Branch Stone in the              

Garden was; wait for it!!  Norfolk Branch.                                                                          

In closing, a Mrs Sue Grimley - as she exited 

the Garden - remarked.  ‘That was a really  

beautiful service, very moving and carried 

out with such professionalism’. Job done. 

BRANCH  VISIT TO THE NMA JUNE 2015 

Several members asked if the branch will be 

visiting the NMA next year.  I have made  

enquiries with Avanti Coaches, Norwich.                                        

A suggested  itinerary is  - Friday 26th June 

2015.  Coach from Norwich/Wymondham.  

Times to be confirmed.  

Travel to the Midlands for an afternoon visit 

to a place of interest.  This time Snibston 

Country Park and Nature Reserve, Coalville.  

Just 7 miles from our stay at Appleby Park 

Hotel, (Best Western Hotels) close to J11 

M42.  For Dinner and B & B.   

Saturday morning after breakfast to the 

NMA for 10.30am.  For those wishing to           

attend, there is a Service at the Armed 

Forces Memorial, then at 12.30pm the RAF 

Regiment Commemoration Service.  You can 

of course just make your way around the   

Arboretum.  The time is yours.     

We would leave the NMA for home  around 

3.30pm arrive Norwich - 7.30pm - 8pm. The 

cost for travel, Dinner, B&B is  £85. pp             

Single room supplement is £12.                  

Everyone is welcome members, family and 

friends.  I know it is months away but we do 

need to know numbers, so if you are                

interested - then please call me on 01502 

585079.   ASAP.  Thank you.  Colin.                                            

CONGRATULATIONS                                                 

To our Branch Chairman  and Standard                      

Bearer Tony Leonard.                                                    

Tony has been appointed a National Standard 

Bearer for the RAF Regiment Association.   

His first duty was at the Tower of London 

Ceremony on 13th July 2014 and on 21st 

September 2014, he will be on parade at 

Westminster Abbey for the Battle of Britain 

Memorial Service.                                                    

Tony says it is an honour and privilege to 

hold such a post.   
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‘FIFTY SHADES OF GREY’                                           

The missus bought  a Paperback                                           

down Smith’s on Saturday,                                                  

I had a look inside her bag;                                       

T’was ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’.                                         

Well I just left her to it,                                        

At ten I went to bed.                                                    

An hour later she appeared;                                             

The sight filled me with dread.                                         

In her left hand she held a rope;                               

And in her right a whip!                                            

She threw them down on the floor,                                                       

And then began to strip.                                          

Well forty years or so ago;                                        

I might have had a peek;                                               

But Doris hasn’t weathered well;                         

She’s eighty four next week.                                   

Watching Doris bump and grind;                           

Could not have been much grimmer.                          

Then things went from bad to worse ;                       

She toppled off her Zimmer.                                    

She struggled back up upon her feet;                          

A couple of minutes later;                              

She put her teeth back in and said                        

That I must dominate her!!                                          

Now if you knew our Doris,                                                                                

You’d see just why I spluttered,                                    

I’d just spent two months in traction.                            

For the last complaint I’d uttered.                         

She stood there nude and beckoned me.                               

I bent forward just a bit.                                     

Then I moved, thought what the hell,                             

And stood on her left tit!                                              

Doris screamed, her teeth shot out;                          

My god what had I done?                                                               

She moaned and groaned then shouted out: 

’Step on the other one’!!                                                  

Well readers, I can tell no more;                           

About what occurred that day.                               

Suffice to say my jet black hair,….                     

Turned ’Fifty Shades of Grey’.   

 

PERFECT WOMAN?  She doesn’t exist, say 

men.  Women striving for perfection might as 

well give up now.  Men actually prefer ladies 

with flaws.                                                                         

Researchers found that there wasn’t a single 

man who rated his partner as perfect.  And 

of the 2,000 chaps quizzed, four out of five 

said they liked it that way.                                  

Eighty per cent of men are convinced the 

perfect woman doesn’t exist, while half say 

their current partner is ‘the one’ for them.                                                                

The research for the Remington electrical 

firm, found that most men rate their other 

half as just 67 per cent perfect.                                       

They say their loved ones’ short comings                     

include having a bad temper, disliking sport 

and being obsessed with cleanliness.                         

Other grumbles include the quality of driving 

and love of soap operas.                                        

Some braver men even complained their       

partners need to shave their armpits more.                                                

A quarter of men said their wives or                   

girlfriends attempted to influence who they 

should socialise with.                                                

However, more than a third said, when their  

partner does alter things, it’s usually for the 

better and 45 per cent admitted their               

partner is more attractive than they are. 

Editor:  Now look lads. This cannot be true, I 
for one found the perfect woman and             
married her.  I know you can say the same.  
(be wise).  Drop me a line telling me how           
wonderful your lady is, or let me know your 
hospital visiting times.       

DID YOU KNOW                                                     

(a)  Viagra was developed to treat angina.                            

(b)  Kellogg’s Corn Flakes are 120 years old   

 this August; 2.8m bowls are eaten in 

 Britain per day - that’s a billion a year.                                        

(c)  The longest anyone has gone without 

 sleep is 18 days, 21 hours and 40minutes.  
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CORPS PARISH NOTICE  4TH JULY 2014     

HONOURS  AWARDS                                               

The following Corps, Honours and Awards are 

announced today in conjunction with the 

QBHL 2014.                                                                

Order of the British Empire.                        

As a Member:                                                                          

Sqn Ldr T REES Ops Spt Regt).  

Queen’s Volunteer Reserves  Medal.                                                                                   

Sqn Ldr J METCALFE Ops Spt (Regt)  OC 60

(West Riding) Sqn  RAuxAF RAF Leeming.    

Meritorious Service Medal.                                               

WO A FRANK-BROWN  Gnr  RAF Regt Trade 

Sponsor.                                                                     

WO J GALL MBE Gnr Corps WO.                                                  

FS D BETTS Gnr 3 Sqn RAF Regt RAF                   

Wittering.                                                                                       

Deputy Commanders Commendation.                                                        

Flt Lt O WALKER Ops Spt (Regt) DSC 26 

Sqn RAF Regt.                                                                         

WO B MANNION Gnr QCS WO RAF                 

Northholt.                                                              

Group Commander’s Commendations.                                  

Flt Lt A HALL (RAUXAF) Ops Sp (Regt) DSC 

609 Sqn.                                                                                    

WO G EDEN Gnr Trg Wg RAF Honington.             

FS A CASHMORE  Gnr Oman JOA ex JHC.  

FS I PENTONY Gnr 26 Sqn RAF Regt.        

Sgt G COOPER Gnr 27 Sqn RAF Regt.                          

A/Sgt D CORENTON Gnr RAF St ATHAN ex 

RAF Honington.                                                    

Sgt A WARING (FTRS) Gnr SNCOIC                 

DISCIP RAF Leeming.                                                    

Cpl C RICHARDS Gnr GDT Flt RAF Shawbury                   

L/Cpl M RICHARDS ON Gnr 26 Sqn RAF 

Regt.                                                                               

SAC P CONNELL Gnr 26 Sqn RAF Regt.     

RAF Honington Team Commendation.                          

Boxing Team.  20 Wg DCBAN RAF Regt Wg.  

Congratulations to everyone from all                          
members of Norfolk Branch. 

 

CORPS PARISH NOTICE 17TH JULY 2014 

DISTESTABLISHMENT OF RAF FP WG &3 

SQN RAF REGIMENT                                              

As a result of SDSR 2010 and Planning Round 

2011 (PR11) the latter of which aligned the 

Unit establishment to the end of Op        

HERRICK in Afghanistan.                    

1FP Wg and 3 Sqn RAF Regt both based at 

RAF Wittering will be disestablished on 1 

April 2015.                                                                          

The PR11 has provided an opportunity for the 

FP Force to restructure to ensure best               

support to the contingency operations and 

RAF Future Force structure aligning FP Wgs 

to RAF Expeditionary Air Wgs (EAWs).                   

An RAF Regt presence will remain at RAF 

Wittering to continue training of RAF                

Wittering stn and its (Logistics and MT            

support) Force personnel.   Further details to 

follow.             

RAF REGIMENT ASSOCIATION CHARITY 

STATUS                                                                     

The RAF Regiment Association has been 

granted Charity status by the Charities  

Commission.                                                               

At the 2013 AGM the Association members 

voted to embark on a Charity Incorporated 

Organisation (CIO) route to better reflect 

the purpose and strategic intent of the only 

all-ranks Association formally recognised by 

the RAF Regiment.  Charity status will enable 

the Association to take on major innovations 

to the benefit of all its members.                        

The RAF Regiment Association Management 

Committee is preparing to present its             

Strategic and Business Plan together with 

the revised Constitution and Rules, at the 

2014 AGM in October at Yew Tree Lodge  

Hotel (Best Western Premier), Kegworth, 

Derby.                                                                            

For further information contact the National 

Secretary at xavierrock@hotmail.com 
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DID YOU KNOW?                                                           

Forget your Blackberry and iPod - the humble 

paper clip is the REAL genius invention.                          

The pencil, bubble wrap and teabag are other 

everyday items rated more useful than the 

latest electronic gizmo.                                        

They are among life- changing inventions - 

many costing less than a penny - in a recent 

Hidden Heroes exhibition at London’s                        

Science  Museum.                                                   

Here are the top 20 ideas.                                      

PENCIL: Modern version was patented in 

1795 by a French army officer.                                             

BUBBLE WRAP: US engineers got the idea 

while working on wallpaper in 1957.                           

PAPER CLIP: Norwegian Johan Vaaler’s 1899 

invention was first made in Britain.                                     

MILK CARTON: Patented  by toy maker John 

Van Wormer, of Ohio, US, in 1915.                                  

CABLE TIE: Electrical firm Thomas and 

Betts introduced if for aircraft in 1958.  

STICKY TAPE: Scotch tape was invented in 

1930 by engineer Richard Drew.                                    

FIRST AID PLASTER: American Earle E 

Dickenson made the first in 1920.                     

EGG CARTON: Invented in 1911 by a Canadian 

after a row over broken eggs.                                   

EAR PLUGS : German inventor Max Negwer’s 

new firm made them in 1907.                                      

TISSUE: Kleenex was introduced in America 

in 1924 to remove cold face cream.                                

ZIP: Brainwave of Swedish electrical                 

engineer Gideon Sundback in 1913.                       

SIX-PACK HOLDER: Plastic holder                      

introduced by firm in Missouri, US, in 1960.  

TEABAG: US buyers in 1908 did not realise 

the sachets were just containers.              

BARCODE: Norman Woodland patented his 

idea in the US in 1952.                                                 

LIGHT BULBS: Thomas Edison produced his 

practical light bulb in 1880.                                      

ELASTIC BAND: Stephen Perry made the 

first in London in 1845 to hold letters.   

 

COAT HANGER : Inspired by a clothes hook 

patented in America in 1869.                             

CLOTHES PEG: Hickory strip with a wooden 

screw was patented in 1832.                                

BOTTLE CAP: William Painter invented it for 

fizzy drinks bottles in 1891.                                               

DRAWING PIN: Germany and England both 

claim the invention about 1902.                              

ISAAC MERRITT SINGER                                       

Inventor of the Singer sewing machine.                                                                 

Isaac’s father, Adam Singer, emigrated from 

Saxony to the United States alone, when only 

16.  He made his way to New York State and 

eventually married Ruth, a lady of Dutch 

Quaker extraction.  Isaac was their youngest 

child, born in October 1811.                                               

Running away from home at the age of 12,  

Isaac made his own way in the world with 

such success, that he was a multi– millionaire 

when he came to England in 1870 with his 

second wife, French born  Isabella Eugenie 

Boyer, and family.  Isabella, a beautiful and 

intelligent woman of 21, had married  Isaac 

Singer on 13th June 1863, when he was 51,  

(Singer married twice, he had at least 22 

children including other relationships). 

They settled in Paignton, Devon, where he 

built a mansion of more than a hundred bed-

rooms - ‘Oldway Mansion’.                                            

Mrs Singer laid the foundation stone in May 

1873, it was completed in September 1875, 

two months after Isaac Singer’s death in  

July. 

In his Will he left between £12 and 15      

million pounds.  Today, an almost unbelievable 

sum.   

So beautiful and  striking was Isabella, that 

when a widow, she sat as a  model for a 

‘Statue’ by M. Frederick Auguste Bartoldid.  

When completed, this was given by France to 

the people of America, and today is known as 

the ’Statue of Liberty.’    
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Gunners destroy Bastion IED cell.                   

RAF Gunners smashed a Taliban bomb making 

cell planting deadly IEDs along a military   

supply route close to Camp Bastion after       

insurgents were spotted by an eagle-eyed 

airman.                                                                        

A quick reaction force from 58 Squadron 

RAF Regiment seized bomb-making equipment 

and unearthed three devices buried along the 

road at the southern end of the ISAF base 

after tracking insurgents seen operating in 

the area.                                                                      

The Air Force team were alerted when 51 

Squadron Gunner L/Cpl Mark Marvin spotted 

two men acting suspiciously along the route 

regularly used by US Forces.                                 

Two insurgents were detained following the 

raid on a compound.                                                     

L/Cpl Marvin has been praised for his actions 

and presented with a Commendation by US 

Forces Major General Scott Miller and a RAF 

Commendation by 83 Expeditionary Air Wing 

Chief Air Cdr Al Gillespie.                                        

L/Cpl Marvin said: ’I didn’t really expect          

anything.  I was doing the job that I was                 

supposed to do.  The lads are pleased for me 

and I suppose it’s good for the Squadron that 

I received the commendation.’                                

The commander of 5 FP Wing Wg Cdr Piers 

Holland, praised L/Cpl Marvin for his actions 

which he said contributed to the success of 

the wings tour.                                                             

He said: We did our job, we did it well and we 

did it with pride.  We maintained a secure 

and undisrupted perimeter and maintained on

-base security.  And importantly, we brought 

everyone home.                                                            

We also ensured the safety of all fixed-wing 

aircraft operating to and from Bastion               

Airfield and had no ground-to-air attacks 

against them.’   

NEW MEMBER                                                        

We welcome David McEwan from Kings Lynn.  

David served in the RAF Regiment from 1962 

to 1983 on Squadrons 63. 48. 16. 34. 15. 51 

and Helicopter 183, in the rank of Corporal.                                                             

His postings included Tengath, Odiham,    

Catterick, Aden, Akrotiri, Wittering,        

Bruggen, Hong Kong, Guttersloh, and Marham.                                

From 1984 to 1999 on 2620 Auxiliary     

Squadron RAF Marham as a Sergeant.   

We trust he has a long and happy association 

with Norfolk Branch.  

BAR CODES                                                                 

With many food products labels no longer 

showing where they were made, but only 

where the distributor is located, there is a 

way of finding out its origin, and that’s to 

read the Bar Code label.                                                

The first 2 or 3 digits of the barcode tell 

you the country of origin.                                         

690-692 Made in China. 00-09 USA & Canada                                             

30-37 France. 40-44 Germany.  471 Taiwan.                                                                                 

49 Japan. 50 UK.                                                                         

So to buy British, look for 50 at the                 
beginning of the number.    

AND FINALLY                                                                          

For those who remember ITMA - It’s That 

Man Again - staring Tommy Handley.         

First broadcast on radio in 1940, it had an                     

audience of  20 million listeners. Nine shows 

are being repeated on Sundays - starting 

27th July 2014.  You can hear them on Radio 

4 Extra - DAB Freeview 708. Sky 0131.     

Virgin 910.          

That’s all for now folks!  There is No August 

Meeting. I look forward to the pleasure of 

your company at the next Branch Meeting on 

Tuesday, 16th September 2014 - 12.45 pm 

Feathers Inn, Wymondham, when our speaker 

is  Richard Mann on ‘Scott of the Antartic’. 

Best wishes, 

Colin Clarke (01502) 585079.                                                         


